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The opinions expressed by entrepreneurial contributors are their own. The logo visually represents everything the company means. McDonald's Golden Arch or Nike swoosh - these two impressive logos embody the company's idea. However, many companies are still jumping into developing this core
identity. Ideally, the company logo enhances an important first impression of your prospects and partners' business. A good logo can build loyalty between your business and customers, establish a brand identity, and provide a professional look for your existing business. Consider Allstate's good hand
logo. It instantly generates a warm feeling for the company, symbolizing interest and trust. With a little thought and creativity, the logo can express many positive characteristics of the business quickly and graphically. Logo type Basically, there are three types of logos. Font-based logos consist primarily of
type processing. The logos of IBM, Microsoft and Sony, for example, use type treatments with a twist that makes it unique. Then there's the logo, which literally describes what the company is doing, such as when a house painting company uses brush drawings for their logos. Finally, there are abstract
graphic symbols such as Nike's Sushi, which connect with the company's brand. These symbols are meaningless until the company can communicate to consumers what the underlying association is. Americus Reed II, a marketing professor at the Wharton School at the University of Pennsylvania,
conducted a study on triggers that encourage consumers to be loyal to their brand. But building that mental bridge takes time and money. Nike swoosh has no inherent meaning other than what has been created over the years through savvy marketing efforts that have transformed the logo into an identity
cue for the athletic lifestyle. Growing corporations can barely afford the millions of dollars and years of effort needed to create these associations, so a logo that clearly shows what a company stands for or does may be a better choice. Even tangible treatment of the company's name can be too common,
says Placitas, New Mexico, logo designer Gary Frister, principal of The United States, a web arm of the gwpriester.com BlackPoint Group. Griester believes that customers should know what they're doing just by looking at the logo. Before you begin, before you learn how to sketch or design a logo, we'll
explain the message you want the logo to convey first. Write a one-sentence image and mission statement so you can focus on your efforts. Stick to this sentence while creating your logo. However, it may not be enough to get you started. Here are some additional tactics and considerations to help you
create the right company logo: Explore the logos of other businesses in the industry. Use solid, conservative images, or colorful graphics and types? Think about how to differentiate your logo from your competition's logo. Focus on the message. Decide what you want to communicate about your company.
Is it a distinct personality serious or mild? What's unique about competition? What are the characteristics of the current target audience? These elements must play an important role in the overall design or redesign. Make it clean and functional. The logo works on business cards just as it does next to a
truck. A good logo should be scalable, easy to reproduce, memorable and unique. Icons are better than photos, and they can't be deciphered when zoomed in or significantly reduced. You can also create a logo that can be reproduced in black and white, and use it as effectively as color in fax, copy, or
black-and-white ads in black and white. Business names influence logo design. If your business .C. Jeweler, you can use high-end serif fonts to highlight characters, especially if the name features initials. For a company called Lightning Bolt Printing, the logo can include some creative implementations
that guessed the lightning bolt. Use logos to explain the key benefits of your business. The best logos make immediate statements with pictures or pictures, not words. For example, the Lightning Bolt print logo may need to communicate the business benefits of ultra-fast print services. You can manipulate
lightning bolt images to suggest speed and confidence. Do not use clip art. However, even if it's tempting, you can copy clip art too easily. Original art will not only make more impressive statements about the company, but will also differentiate the business from other art. Avoid trendy looks. Redesigning
an older logo can run the risk of customer confusion or deterioration and alienate you. One option is to change the logo gradually. According to Griester, Quaker Oats has modified the Quaker man into the package for 10 years to avoid undermining customer trust. However, there are no plans to change
multiple logos. Instead, choose a logo that will remain current for 10 to 20 years. It is a sign of good design. In fact, when Griester designs the logo, he expects to never see that client again. It's a cost to watch one color or one to watch as you explore color options. The five-color logo can be gorgeous, but
once it's time to craft it into stationery, the price isn't very attractive. It also does not work with media that allows only one or two colors. Make sure you don't exceed three colors unless you decide it's absolutely necessary. Logos are displayed on a variety of media, including signage, advertisements,
stationery, delivery vehicles and packaging. Some of these applications Limit. You must perform a color study. Look at the logo in 1, 2, and 3 color versions. Brainstorming your own logo ideas while hiring a designer is an important step in creating a business image, trying to create a logo entirely on your
own is a mistake. It may seem like the best way to avoid the high cost of going to a professional design company that charges $4,000 to $15,000 for a logo design. However, keep in mind that there are thousands of independent designers around who charge much less. According to Stan Evenson,
founder of Evenson Design Group, entrepreneurs on a tight budget need to shop for designers. Based on their experience, there are a lot of [freelance] designers who charge between $15 and $150 per hour. But don't hire people just because of their trading price. Find a designer who is familiar with the
field... And your competition. If the cost still seems ex enormous, remember that Evenson says a good logo should last at least 10 years. If you look at the amortization of that cost over 10 years, it doesn't seem that bad. Even if you have a good eye for color and know how you want your logo to look, you
should still consult with a professional designer. For what? You know whether your logo design will be easily transferred to a printout or sign, and you can think of a beautiful design that can't be transferred or costs too much to print. Logos are the basis of all promotional material, so now it's one area
where spending a little more can actually pay off later. Related: How to create a facebook messenger chatbot for free without coding After you produce a logo that embodies the company's mission at a glance, make sure you are trademarked to protect against use by other companies. You can apply for a
trademark on the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office website. Then, when protected, it can be used in business cards, stationery, letterheads, brochures, advertisements, websites, and other places that mention company names. This can help you build your image, increase your company's visibility, and
lead to more business. Doesn't it sound easy to create a logo? It can be. Remember to keep the essence of your customers and business in mind. In time, you will succeed in building a stake in the trademark and it will become a positive Entrepreneur.com and recognizable symbol of your product or
service. Nvidia, in partnership with AMD, has set out to oust Intel from the SMB channel. Nvidia has quietly contacted many of the top channel suppliers and Tier 2 and Tier 3 systems Start the Nvidia business platform to certify new machines and put in place a stable image process that will remain fixed
for a year. Nvidia's program, along with ATI Technologies, Nvidia and other companies, surpasses and complements AMD's Commercial Stable Image Platform (CSIP), launched in September 2005. ViaTechnolis launched its own program in February last year, and ATI has developed a similarly stable
image program. However, Nvidia executives went to system builders such as Acma, Compusys, Equus and Polywell and said they had certified for a variety of key components except peripherals. The company also coordinated the company's ActiveArmor firewall and worked with Microsoft and Altiris to
help remote management pass data traffic and manage PCs. Only North American and European partners are currently eligible for the program. Stable images began in the late 1990s as chipsets such as Intel, Via, and other chipsets were designed at high and furious speeds and government
procurement agents began demanding a more manageable release schedule. The argument they have put out is that the cumulative support costs of maintaining and updating drivers for various hardware platforms are unnecessarily expensive, part of the basis of the total cost of ownership that evolves
as a benchmark for cost assessment. Intel later agreed to design a single chipset for the government and large OEM customers and promised to use a single software driver or stable image for a year on the platform. In January 2003, Intel began a reliable image platform program called Code-Named
Strong Rock Peak. Nvidia has historically been a supplier of enthusiast graphics chips and chipsets for home PCs, while AMD has found success in selling Athlon64 chips to home PCs, and the Opteron line of server microprocessor in the corporate environment. According to David Ragones, Nvidia's
product manager, the phase 2 and channel market is a 20 million unit opportunity primarily offered by Intel. We've been closely aligned with AMD on a stable image platform, and we're going out together. Lagones said. Synchronized with the deployment configuration. Nvidia also participated in the
workstation market and penetrated the back office with an Nvidia-based visualization system. For this reason, Gartner analyst Martin Reynolds said his company is now recommending ATI's system. Leslie Fiering, Gartner's vice president of mobile computing, said that when AMD first announced the CSIP
program, the analyst company strongly approved it. However, at the time, the company did not approve any specific CSIP partners. We are recommending them as a good platform for AMD processors in business Reynolds wrote in an email. Because Nvidia has experience with server systems, we make
this recommendation for ATI. And we believe they understand stability better than chipset manufacturers. Nvidia's program has certified four motherboard manufacturers: Asus, Foxconn, GIGABYTE and MSI. Each board includes an AMD Athlon64 or Athlon X2 processor and an nForce 430 chipset and
an onboard GeForce 6150 graphics processor. Peripherals such as hard drives and optical storage remain at the OEM's discretion, Lagons said. Like other stable image programs, Nvidia's 15-month cycle work: 3 months of evaluation, 12 months of production, and an additional 24 months of support
managed by an OEM or channel partner. The evaluation window is set to Sept. 1, production begins on November 1 and is closer to the actual government procurement timetable than competitors offer. I said.
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